Improved separation and analysis of plasma amino acids by modification of the MassTrak™ AAA Solution Ultraperformance® liquid chromatography method.
Ultraperformance® Liquid Chromatography (UPLC) is increasingly used for quantitative amino acid screening. The Waters MassTrak™ UPLC Amino Acid Analysis (AAA) Solution kit offers rapid analysis with minimal sample preparation. We describe a simple modification of this method enabling enhanced chromatographic separation of previously problematic analytes with improvements in quantification. The commercial UPLC method was compared with our modified version of the same method. The modification incorporates eluent buffer of increased organic content run at reduced column temperature. UPLC methods were compared by analyzing amino acids from 57 plasma samples. A comparison (n=131) between the modified UPLC method and ion-exchange chromatography was also carried out. The commercial method produced a large negative bias for Tyrosine (-22.72%±14.10) and ornithine (-15.02%±10.07). Assay imprecision of Tyrosine using the commercial method (mean Tyrosine: 72.58 and 31.17μmol/l) produced values of 10.86% and 21.12% respectively, compared with the modified method (3.39% and 4.47%). The comparison of modified UPLC and ion-exchange methods was favorable, validating the improvements observed in amino acid quantification. The modified UPLC method has eliminated significant bias associated with the commercially available method. The modification is simple, robust and readily adaptable to the current MassTrak™ AAA Solution kit for clinical applications.